Dear Mr. Sobin,


Russell believes this poetry book "Book" poems are the new beginning in the book industry and may one day make him famous and a great poet. If tons read and love his poetry around the world as each nation also be a huge hit. Also, enclosed is letter and poems is a TASE accompany my book for acknowledge and support the promotion of this book. Russell also was published writer and published his first poetry book "Murder" for Dogwood Publishing, Inc. and Rose Dog Books but was terminated for legal reasons. Sincerely,
Poems!

1. "Hating"

I'm feeling ill today!
because I hate this
girl! She isn't responsible!
I mean, she gives me a
vibe like she likes me!
but then she won't sleep
with me.
"Book"
"Boom"

Am I a carbomb triggered? Open your front door, boom!
"America"

My enemy daylight result
find no man at the table
of America to England.
Egypt tale void broadcast
deejays, women scholars
savage, equal points dark
hub stuffs. Belief/oppression
I feel none some.
"Book"

"The Face"

we have thought
High Definition
Horror
Nothing to lose
In me
Wonderly
Or a Warning
"Depart"

The horizon up
Night shorter
Journey

heart leaps nearest
A bird sings
Will I die?

A passage opens
At the end of the hall
A star
Shines
A dark man

Lanterns departs trail
"Book"

"Grim Reaper"

Die, dead, or uncoothness indeous eyes, crossing bones, sod affairly spreader, glaring thy mouth opened, singing so long silent.
I was mad.

Give me, I believe.

OK, I've trampled a million enemies as a fool. Call you a million and two.
"Book"

"Lick"

Evepino:
One wolf licks rain from cub's food, milk.
Sunlight pools through my window, casting my shadow on the earth.

I see snow-covered mountains,
I see my children thoughts of home.
"Seasons"

Summer / Autumn / Spring / Winter
January / February / March / April
May / June / July / August
September / October / November
December / New Year (my birthday)
Young, old, generations.
"Pleaides"

These battles scars got me counting stars! Lord how
carry sars, many (sars)
away! I'm
galaxy away! I'm
light-years a head of
my time! crimey/
my time!

resurrection confession
rosary! to communalments!
tongue.
"Book"

"Poetry"

Seven daughters, honest, absorbing book! Poems, my poet, life, male visions, wry, fastidious, passions, poet, Faust, humble, funnel is expressive.
Sorry, I'm not sure what you're asking for. Can you please clarify your question or request?
"Gorgeous"

No words exist to explain Pursell's poetry, author, songwriter, supermodel, poet, author, songwriter, rapper, businessman, model, muse, let's just inspired to be a symbol. I see her, I'm gorgeous. I see my girl; she's gorgeous. I see my kiss, my poetry book sold to fans and criticts.
"Rapper!!"

studio/写song/lines/spot 20x
megaphone/poetry/violin music
beats/headphones/rap music
executive producer/book girl
album/release party

L.O.V.E. records in stores 10/26

online in every city/engages in clubs
speaking city/dancing in clubs
to my music/jukebox/bars
radio airplay/ring tones/mp3

 iTune(1st week) 1 million
copies official gold/platinum

Diamond/flash/cheeks/sign
endorsements/movie/beer
book/beer/commercials/nike

reebok/ab sol/uma/fila
new balance/number2/spade
pepsi/lake cola/streaming

facebook/google/yahoo

eBay/youtube/amazon/

tour/phones/beats/interviews

model/pretty girls/fashion

(heart) models/rapper
(video / vable / tv / website)

billion (cheers) church/grips/mtv

million to church/grips / mtv
B.E.T. broad vast music/intoxicated
end of song song book/translations

in 1100 languages/buy pot hebrew

"married!"
Read the best poet on Planet Earth!

Spelling names,stitutions, stanzas,
poetry readings, seminars
esteemed journals, archives, ped
books, literature, lovers, maps,
my girls, release, doves, poems,
future, expression, first,
people's, freedom, of speech, public,
reality.

Number one poet in America,
Number one poem in America,
yours.

Truly, sincerely, titles, publishing,
publishers, audio, books, ebooks,
book videos, pay per view in each
books, videos, interviews, 
interviews, tables, apps, books,
stores, mail orders, smartphones,
apps, images, 9 billion books,
1 billion copies sold world wide.

Knowledge publishing, contracts,
bugs, rentals, world's best kept
secrets, welcome to the greatest
show on earth! The most famous
man in the world! Love.

R. Nelson. Read my book, promote
love.

(19)
"Book"

I need a contract/publish my book

rejection letter/ Harper Collins


unpaid hours/ no advance for books

I have to borrow publishing/co-ops

and Rose Dog Books | publishing

dead/published author/published non

book breached contract

However,我 recently published for not paying

billable hours | nothing new

unpaid hours | nothing new

the town's now I'm back.
I'm a man, not gay. I walk, I talk. Sorry, thot's my belief. It's like a gun, beef, easy violence I reload. I believe what's belief, it's like a gun, a guy. I'm in prison for a million dollars I didn't shoot a gun. I did not kill. Thou shalt not kill. First commandment a devout Catholic a loss in this world, girl, wife, child, rest to words to girl, wife, child. Rest to hear my goat, poetry writer. To hear no job, no home. To hear no friends, lost contact with my family, writing poetry. Expresse my inner self back into the outer world, live role. The reality I face is prison, every day until my case is overturned. Remember Purpelle. I love the world. I wrote my best poetry for my god, my words are forever.
"Book"

"College"

writers(books, grammar, dictionary, define, fiction, narrator, plot) learn how to be an author, become a writer. I think like a poet, get a degree. Do such things as either your smart or dumb, your rich or your poor, your blessed or your cursed, your dead or your alive, me, you know, I'm in my mind. I look through my eyes, it's the mirror. I look through my own wall, who is the poet of them all? All girls/set lost food, a poet has alive you know, it's not about money, material possessions. When words, when money and out the other, kids in college are buying my knowledge, just time, ride in my escalator, it I sell my poetry, I love you, your my girl, have my baby, be my girl, fantasies, look into my eyes all night, please burn my eyes, all night, please. Burn my eyes, all night.

(evil world, autographed Purcell, book signing)
"Prayer"

As I you shall receive, be of believed.
I believe I have not kept God; I
heard his voice; speak to me, or
least he sound like God.

have confessed my sin, repented,
ask for forgiveness; been ordained,
saved in prison in Jesus name, I
sawed the saviour prayers, begging
for mercy. I thought one day, islam
was the way to God; I prayed
five days, seven days a week.

I believed in Allah, join the
nation of Islam, devoted to muslim
without the Qurans. It
changes Bible for a Qurans. It
(Bible) could not understand Islam
Allah was not God, like Jesus.
Allah was not God, like Jesus. The honorable
(Louis Corbet/Abby Israel)      
Louis Corbet/Abby Israel died for the world, the honorable
Cambridge/Leicester "she said in the
form of Allah, prophet, Muhammad"
spoke truths; but I needed a
church to make up to worship

I'm a sinner, Burnell is lovely,
God is lovely, I am his father.
"Book"

"Words"

Power in my words to command winds
Press the future look into a crystal ball, foretell my future. Do she love me? Will I live or die? What's the trade me? Will I lose drugs? Be true. I don't sell drugs.

Let us use our voices to join forever.

I'm in double trouble, my words are teaching murder, lies, falsehood.

Wisdom, understanding, knowledge, jewels, wisdom, jewels.

Silver, gold, purity, fire, weapons, truth, destruction, thoughts, wisdom, evil.

Words can make you rich, powerful, influential.

I am the wisest man in the world.
"Armor"

A knight in shining armor (sword, shield, horse, war, the world changes, sorrow, words, words), fall back, you let me down, crown my head, sit at the round table, approach the throne! I'm King! What am I imagining, how am I poor?

That is why I learn to be noble, to win a noble peace prize! If my words become powerful, words from my heart, mind, soul, bury the hole underground. I love my life, but now I'm dead! For the moment I'm alive, if you read this poem after death then I'm dead! Read my book! Think about it... turn it, look the world through my eyes. Tell me what you see exactly, death.
You gave me birth to my mother, you had sex with my father. I grew up fast, you were my 30's baby dad! whereas my dad, father figure, you could have paid child support. Bought Purnell as a guardian over my a (would) or bought me stocks and bonds! $500,000.00 worth that much money to give to a son! give me an estate! I could have been a rich kid from a rich family!

If you was smart enough to open a store, sell houses, then stocks, make an investment that would have made you a millionnaire! Now I'm grown up, my own! I believe honor my father and I believe (God) thanks mother! (Teacher, thanks for making me a poet, thanks for letting me write a poem, help me find a wife!) have a baby! help me find a family! Be a father! start a family! Be a (father), start a family! think good thoughts! get out of prison! be free! provide jobs for my community.